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Unmitigated Climate Change to Shrink
Global Economy
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/climatecentral/djOO/~3/rVtk‑xqfj1k/unmitigated‑climate‑change‑
global‑economy‑19712 (http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/climatecentral/djOO/~3/rVtk‑
xqfj1k/unmitigated‑climate‑change‑global‑economy‑19712)
By Ben Gruber, Reuters (http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/11/16/us‑climatechange‑climate‑economy‑
idUSKCN0T524X20151116#USjIEbqIKPu4R8l3.97)
When the world heats up, economies around the globe will cool down. That’s according to a new
study which predicts that rising temperatures due to climate change will wreak havoc on
economic output.
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Steam plume of a coal‑fired power plant in Japan.
Credit: Chris Lewis (https://www.flickr.com/photos/chrissam42/2207873230/in/photolist‑
4n6VMQ‑64TtRR‑6MzrJv‑6dkqgo‑7M6gd6‑i8hN2W‑6dgi3e‑6dghW6‑6dghSX‑6dkr7m‑6dghUT‑
6dkr5u‑arqn6i‑6dkrmb‑6dkqRm‑6dkr93‑boo9nN‑uuTJ6o‑e5XgwA‑66qbmV‑6PbJCe‑4Cu7wL‑
4CpQVV‑uuSQUq‑v8Zvqp‑uv3F42‑vrmqcY‑vsfD8T‑agitDo‑65kPjL‑pN61G5‑fdq5ZW‑4S12mf‑
gcao8X‑4CpQQn‑66urym‑oSAqbr‑pNj5K8‑4HuWi8‑5uAqjA‑oA7ofr‑EwGqL‑k2oPAz‑k2oLWM‑
dzVsVG‑k2oXbe‑8SUpf3‑k2rC49‑k2pGEX‑k2pkGK)/flickr
« Our best estimate is that the global economy as a whole will be 23 percent smaller in 2100 than if
we would avoid climate change entirely, » said co‑author of the study Solomon Hsiang, an
associate professor of public policy at the University of California Berkeley.
The study looked at the relationship between temperature and economic activity in 166 countries
over a 50 year period. The findings indicate climate change will widen global inequality, perhaps
dramatically, because warming is good for cold countries, which tend to be richer, and more
harmful for hot countries, which tend to be poorer. In the researchers’ benchmark estimate,
climate change will reduce average income in the poorest 40 percent of countries by 75 percent in
2100.
« There is sort of an optimal temperature band where countries seem to do really well from an
economic standpoint and on either side there are temperatures that are too cold and temperatures
that are too hot, » Hsiang said.

The magic number is 13 degrees Celsius or 55 degrees Fahrenheit, which is roughly the average
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The magic number is 13 degrees Celsius or 55 degrees Fahrenheit, which is roughly the average
temperature of the largest economies right now. But in 100 hundred years, if climate change goes
unchecked, that could change dramatically.
« The guys that are at the top of the hill right now, places like the United States and China, they
are going to start falling down the hill and performing poorly, » said Hsiang.
Countries currently hotter than the optimal temperature zone, such as Brazil and most of Africa,
will be even worse off than they are now, according to the report.
The study focused exclusively on the impact of temperature change. Other factors linked to
climate change, such as the frequency and distribution of extreme weather events and sea level
rise, aren’t accounted for. That means the 23 percent drop in the global economy by 2100, could be
just a starting figure.
The study is sure to interest world leaders at the upcoming U.N. Climate Change Conference in
Paris.
Along with Hsiang, the study was authored by Edward Miguel, UC Berkeley, and Marshall Burke,
Stanford University
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